
17 - SEE Wolf
Reach Proximity to begin

DIRECTOR How very strange...

DIRECTOR All signs seemed to point towards that nautical anomaly having nothing but 
piratical intentions.

DIRECTOR But it has been several hours and in that time there has been no plundering. No 
pillaging. No establishing of parrot-festooned restaurants peddling punny t-shirts...

DIRECTOR [grave] What are these pirates plotting...
DIRECTOR [to self] And... What would Ray do about it?

DIRECTOR Commander? I am requisitioning a cache of SEE Bots for your use. Deploy them 
and initiate a scan for that wayfaring vessel.

1st SEE Bot Deployed

SEE BOT I SEE... THE SEA!

DIRECTOR Sweet mother of filofaxing. Is that how they always speak?

SEE BOT I SEE... NOTHING WRONG WITH HOW I SPEAK.

DIRECTOR Hrm. Sorry. Well just... Keep an eye on the horizon and let us know if you see 
those pirates.

SEE BOT HOW WILL I KNOW WHEN I SEE THEM?

DIRECTOR [That voice is causing him actual pain] If you see a ship that you have never seen 
before, how about we just assume those are the pirates.

SEE BOT AYE AYE DIRECTOR.

2nd SEE Bot Deployed
SEE BOT I SEE SOMETHING!

DIRECTOR You do?? Report in.

SEE BOT I SEE SOMEONE SELLING SEA SHELLS BY THE SEA SHORE.
DIRECTOR [confused] Is... is it the pirates?

SEE BOT IT IS... LARS. LARS IS SELLING SEA SHELLS BY THE-

DIRECTOR I get it! Hrm. I get it. At ease, SEE Bot.
DIRECTOR Maybe he’s seen the ship...

3rd SEE Bot Deployed

SEE BOT [increasingly distraught] I SEE... A VAST HORIZON. EMPTY. DEVOID OF LIFE. 
STRETCHING TOWARDS INFINITY-

DIRECTOR [dismissive] Yes yes, that’s nice SEE Bot. Let me know if you see the ship.

DIRECTOR [calling out] Lars! This is the Director speaking.
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LARS Heyyy Director! Hey Commander. Two of my favorite people whose names I 
definitely know. What can I do for you?

DIRECTOR Have you seen a vessel of the... buccaneer persuasion on the water today?

LARS You mean a ship of the pirate-y variety? Can’t say I have, and I’ve been out here 
all morning.

DIRECTOR Blast. Well, let me know if you do. Anything that can be done to lessen the amount 
of time I have to hear those infernal SEE Bots, the better.

4th SEE Bot Deployed

SEE BOT I SEE... A LOVELY BUNCH OF COCONUTS. THERE THEY ARE A-STANDING—

DIRECTOR [firm, losing it] Yes thank you, SEE Bot. [serious migraine, to self] For the love of all 
that’s in triplicate...

DIRECTOR [makes him realize] Which reminds me... Lars? Do you have a license to sell those 
seashells?

LARS Uhhh, not really, no? Do I need one?
DIRECTOR [Aghast] Of course you need one. You can’t be an unlicensed seashell seller.
DIRECTOR Imagine: Selling citizens unlicensed seashells like some sort of unsanctioned 

resold seashell-slinger. The mind well and truly boggles.
LARS Wow, I’m sorry man. It was just, y’know, like a side-hustle. I’ll stop right now.

DIRECTOR See that you do. Thank you, Lars.
5th SEE Bot Deployed 
(FINAL)
SEE BOT I SEE... A PIRATE SHIP!

DIRECTOR [ready to be dismissive] Yes, yes I am sure... Wait. You do?!

SEE BOT YO HO HO AND A BOTTLE OF... AFFIRMATIVE.

BLAKE [hailing, nervous] Come in land? Come in land! This is The Bounteous Booty!

DIRECTOR I read you, Bounteous Booty. This is the Director of Homebase and I demand that 
you identify your purpose immediately.

KEELHAUL We don’t gotta identify nothin’! We sail where we want, we do what we want-

BLAKE Now hang on, that’s really rude, gimme that-

KEELHAUL Hey! Cut it out - No, wait! You’re gonna make me screw up, argh!

SFX HORRIBLE CRASH

DIRECTOR My word!

SEE BOT I SEE... A SHIPWRECK. THAT’S NEW.
DIRECTOR It appears they have run aground. We need to get over there, quickly.
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18 - Timber me shivers!
Collect 1st Crate

DIRECTOR Sweet collated manifests - The wreckage from that ship is everywhere.

KEELHAUL Hands off our stuff, landlubbers!

LARS [startled] Whoa! Take it easy, Buccaneer Betty!
BLAKE Hang on, hang on! No need for confrontation. Let’s all just take some deep, calming breaths

—KEELHAUL —And hand over your booty!

BLAKE [sigh] No. I was going to say let’s all talk rationally. Think you guys could give us a hand 
collecting our stuff? I promise - I’ll explain everything.

DIRECTOR Fine. So long as we desist talking about my, or any other member of organization’s, booties.

Collect 2nd Crate

BLAKE Oh, perfect, thank you. My name’s Blake, by the way. This is my shipmate Sandra-

KEELHAUL [correcting, brusque] Keelhaul. Don’t use my shore name.

BLAKE Sorry. This is my shipmate “Keelhaul” - We’re pirates!

DIRECTOR So I surmised from your garb, transportation, and general demeanor... what exactly brings 
you two “pirates” to our territory?

KEELHAUL None of your friggin’ business.

BLAKE Keelhaul. Rude.

KEELHAUL What? I’m just not sure I trust these land-walkers yet.

Collect 3rd Crate
DIRECTOR [dismissive] Here. I assume this piece of flotsam is yours.

LARS (Think that’s “jetsam,” actually. But whatever.)
BLAKE Ah, great! Thank you. Ahem, Keelhaul. Did you have something you wanted to say?

KEELHAUL Sorry, um, about jumping down your throat or whatever earlier. When you’ve been at sea as 
long as we have, it’s hard to know who you can trust, y’know?

DIRECTOR Well, I promise that so long as you have no ill intentions for my people, I will do my best to 
reciprocate in kind.

BLAKE Okay. Truth is? We’re from pretty far away from here... and we’ve come looking for treasure.

DIRECTOR [super dry] Pirates on a treasure hunt. Will wonders never cease?

Collect 4th Crate
LARS So what kind of treasure are you guys lookin’ for? Gold? Doubloons? Gold doubloons? 

BLAKE [hesitant] Uhhh yeah I’m sure it’s something like that? At least definitely that general “vibe,” 
yeah. 

DIRECTOR You have no idea, do you?
BLAKE [flippant] Pffffttt. Like we, two very-experienced pirates I’d like to add, would come all the 

way across the extremely-treacherous ocean without having—
KEELHAUL [eyeroll] No. We have no idea.

BLAKE [aghast] Keelhaul!
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KEELHAUL But! I was going to finish! We don’t need to know exactly what’s in it to know that it’s going 
to catapult us right into the pirate history books.

LARS Pirate history. Very cool.

Collect 5th Crate

DIRECTOR So, as a layperson to most matters piratical, I’m curious - What is it that makes this such a 
noteworthy “treasure trove?”

KEELHAUL [affectionate sigh] Go on, Blake. I know how much you like this part.

BLAKE Okay. So. Decades ago there was a legendary pirate who sailed these waters known... As 
Scurvy-Eyed Jack.

BLAKE The legend goes that, right after Jack made a mega haul off the Platinum Coast, the 
authorities were starting to close in...

BLAKE Forced to choose between his booty and his freedom, he dumped the treasure on a nearby 
island and swore the whole crew to secrecy. People have been searching ever since.

LARS So no one has ever found this “legendary treasure?”

BLAKE Not yet. But that’s about to change! Or, it will... once we get all our crates of stuff back. 

Collect 6th Crate
DIRECTOR Legends and treasures and men with ocular scurvy are all well and good...

DIRECTOR But what makes the two of you so special that you believe you can succeed where all those 
others have failed?

KEELHAUL [smug] We have a family connection - Blake’s dad was part of Scurvy-Eyed Jack’s crew.

LARS Whoa. I never imagined pirates settling down long enough to have kids.

KEELHAUL Yeah... Blake’s daddy was Jack’s cabin boy. One of the best in the business to hear him tell 
it.

BLAKE It’s true. He used to tell me bedtime stories about all of them - Jack, Stumpy Jim, 
Gunpowder Bill and the Stub-Finger Gang...

BLAKE But most of all... he would tell me about the treasure that they were forced to leave behind.

BLAKE And I told him... “Dad? Someday I’m going to find that treasure. Someday I’m gonna make 
you proud.”

Collect 7th Crate 
(FINAL)

KEELHAUL Hey, I think that’s everything! At least, as close to everything as we’re gonna get.

BLAKE Yeah. I guess we’ll get heading on our way. Family legacies to fulfill, dads to make proud... 
all that jazz.

DIRECTOR Wait. What if... What if we helped you?

BLAKE Seriously? You want to help us?

DIRECTOR [unsure, increasing confidence] Yes. Yes I do. You’re clearly just trying to do right by your 
family’s memory and, by the Dewey Decimal System, I’d like to help make that happen.

KEELHAUL Blake? It’s your legacy.

BLAKE [thinking it over, then deciding] I... Wow. Thank you. I would be honored to have your help. 
Welcome to the hunt for the Treasure of Scurvy-Eyed Jack.

DIRECTOR [too excited] Huzzah!
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19 - Stone-faced
Reach proximity

BLAKE Okay, Dad always told me they were in the center of the Pur’gan-gah Archipelago when 
they realized they needed to dump the treasure... That should be right here.

LARS [never heard that name] “Pur’gan-Gah?”
KEELHAUL Yeah that was what the ship’s map maker called it. This place matches the description 

from his journals exactly.
DIRECTOR So, assuming we can trust the half-crazed scrawlings of an arguably-coherent 

cartographer... what now?

BLAKE Well, according to Dad they hid the treasure not too far from here, and then doubled 
back to hide a map inside a statue near the coast.

KEELHAUL So what’re we waiting for? Let’s find some friggin’ statues!

Found 1st Statue

KEELHAUL Hmmm... Nothing. This must not be the statue.

LARS Do we have anything more to go on? There could be hundreds of statues around here.

BLAKE Lemme see here... [reading] “The statue was friendly, yar, with a song in its heart and 
fire in its belly, avast.”

DIRECTOR Is that the cartographer’s journal again?

BLAKE How could you tell?

DIRECTOR Call it a hunch. 

Found 2nd Statue
BLAKE Man. Still no map.

KEELHAUL Does it at least feel good to be in the place from all your dad’s stories? That’s gotta feel 
pretty cool.

BLAKE I guess. But I was sort of expecting it to feel more... special? Like I would just know, 
y’know?

LARS What do you mean?

BLAKE I just expected to look around and be like “Wow, that’s where Jack fought the 
cannibals!” “Whoa, there’s where they buried the leftovers of First Mate Smitty!”

BLAKE But instead I just feel... uncertain? Like, how do I even know for sure that we’re in the 
right place?

DIRECTOR I say it about strategy and I will say it about identifying cannibal killing fields: Sometimes 
you just need to trust your instincts.

Found 3rd Statue
KEELHAUL Nah, no map there either. Found some fun little graffiti though.

BLAKE Oooh. Is that a cactus? A, uh, sea cucumber...?
KEELHAUL ....No.
BLAKE Oh? Oh. Well. Let’s keep looking.
DIRECTOR Hm. Impressive chiaroscuro.
Found 4th Statue
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DIRECTOR So. Blake. Once you find this treasure... do you think that will make you feel closer to 
your father?

BLAKE Dunno. Maybe? I hope so at any rate.

LARS Why so interested?

DIRECTOR Call it curiosity. From one man with an estranged father to another.
BLAKE Oh yeah? What was your dad like?

DIRECTOR [grave] He was a... marketing executive.

KEELHAUL Eesh. That explains a lot.

Found 5th Statue (Final)

BLAKE [gasp] I don’t believe it. Look! Inside the statue’s mouth!

KEELHAUL Ha! We found it! We found it!

DIRECTOR But... I thought we were looking for a map. This just looks like gibberish scrawled on the 
back of... an old seafood restaurant menu?

BLAKE Ah, just what Scurvy-Eyed Jack would want you to think! It’s a code!

LARS Wow. An encrypted treasure map? That’s pretty incredible. Do you guys know how to 
decipher it?

KEELHAUL I mean, I don’t. But Blake must. Right Blake?

BLAKE Err. I mean. Knowledge is a tricky thing...
DIRECTOR [sigh] I will have this uploaded to the best minds back at Homebase. Surely someone 

there can figure out how to crack this and help you on your way.
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22 - Light at the end of a funnel
Reach Proximity

DIRECTOR All right, Eagle Eye. We are in position.

KEELHAUL Yeah! Is this where we should start digging?

EAGLE EYE Digging? What? No no.
BLAKE “No?” Then, why did you send us here?
EAGLE EYE That note you sent? It decrypted into multiple sets of coordinates, and a clue:

EAGLE EYE And I quote, “Light the lamps for all to see, and then tharr the treasure be.”

DIRECTOR “Lamps?” Hm. Guess we should get to those coordinates and see what we find.

1st Beacon

BLAKE Oh. Wow. Look at that! “Light the lamps for all to see...”

KEELHAUL “—And then tharr the treasure be.” These stone... beacon... thingamajigs must point 
towards Jack’s treasure when they’re all lit! AWESOME!

DIRECTOR I prefer “whatchamacallems” but, yes, your point still stands. Eagle Eye? Send the next 
coordinates our way.

EAGLE EYE Sending coordinates now! Ooh. And an attached image... Ignore that, that’s personal.

2nd Beacon

KEELHAUL Blow me down and call me a scupper crawler—

BLAKE [ew] Oh come on you know I hate when you talk like that in front of people.

KEELHAUL I’m just excited, Blake. Can’t you feel it in your veins? We’re on your dad’s trail!

BLAKE Hey, I’m excited too. I just express said excitement with normal human words when in 
mixed company.

DIRECTOR Oh I don’t mind. I’m the one that signed up to help a pair of pirates - Who am I to 
begrudge you the odd comment about, I don’t know, scallywags or doubloons?

KEELHAUL See? They love it. Eagle Eye? Drop anchor on the next coordinates!

EAGLE EYE Roger that!

3rd Beacon
BLAKE Avast! The next beacon!

KEELHAUL Arr! Indeed!

BLAKE Okay, I see what you mean. That’s fun.
KEELHAUL Toldja! Can you believe it? We’re really closing in on the treasure of Scurvy-Eyed Jack!

BLAKE I know! I just keep thinking, what if dad could see me now? Would he... finally be proud of 
me? Would I finally be enough?

EAGLE EYE [awkward cough] Do, uh, you want those next coordinates?
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DIRECTOR For the love of all that is good and holy, yes PLEASE, Eagle Eye.

4th Beacon

KEELHAUL Yo ho ho! Another beacon!

BLAKE Yarr! Shiver me timbers!

BLAKE And, uh, speaking of shivered timbers... sorry to get so heavy at the last stop.

DIRECTOR Oh, it’s fine. What’s a little over-shared emotional trauma between associates?

EAGLE EYE Hey I’ve got a question. What kind of treasure are we expecting this to be, anyway? Gold? 
Precious stones? 1st editions of classic YA book series? 

BLAKE Huh. I... actually don’t know! Lemme check the journal.

DIRECTOR In the meantime, send those next coordinates our way, would you?

5th Beacon

BLAKE [distracted, going through the motions]Yo ho ho, bottle rum, etc.
BLAKE [finds spot, reading] Okay, here’s what I’ve got. “Yarr, the chest be heavy and festooned 

with locks to hold its booty inside. Fortune will truly shine on the buccaneer who finds it.”
DIRECTOR Well that’s certainly colorful if... non-specific.

KEELHAUL It’s gonna be good though. I know it. Blakey, you and me are goin’ in the record books for 
SURE.

EAGLE EYE What about us?

KEELHAUL Oh. Yeah. I mean, obviously tons of credit coming your ways too. Obviously. (Blake - 
What’s the journal say about mutinies?)

DIRECTOR What was that?

KEELHAUL Nothing! Set sail for next coordinates!
6th Beacon

KEELHAUL Oh man. Another beacon down. The treasure of Scurvy-Eyed Jack is getting so close I 
can practically taste it.

BLAKE Me too! At least... I assume that’s what that taste is.

KEELHAUL Pennies again?

BLAKE Yeah, so weird. What is UP with that?

KEELHAUL No idea, but once we’re done with this we really gotta get you to a doctor.
DIRECTOR I have already taken the liberty of scheduling checkups for you both back at Homebase 

because this conversation has been... alarming.
EAGLE EYE Final coordinates coming your way, guys!

7th Beacon (final)

BLAKE Okay, that’s all of them, right? Avast? Ahoy?

EAGLE EYE Yeah you got ‘em all! Tracking beacon information, triangulating, cross-referencing... 
Boom! I think we’ve got our treasure location!
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DIRECTOR Most excellent! You hear that, you salt-covered scamps? We found you your treasure!

KEELHAUL This. Is. So. Friggin. COOL. LET’S GET DIGGING.

BLAKE Yeah!! Thank you, everyone! This... this is amazing.

BLAKE Finally, completing my family’s work. And I’m so happy to have my best friend... and an 
assortment of random, heavily-armed strangers with me to do it.

KEELHAUL [poignant, thoughtful] Yarr, Blake. Yarr.
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24 - Yelling at the Sea

Arrive at Proximity

DIRECTOR So... walk me through this you two. Fake pirates. What... what happened?

KEELHAUL I mean, who hasn’t looked to the horizon and dreamt of life at sea?
BLAKE Yeah. So, when the whole world started swirling into the pooper we said “why 

not?”, grabbed a ship, and hit the open seas!
KEELHAUL There was, uh, just one problem...
DIRECTOR Could’ve guessed that twist from a mile away. What was it?

BLAKE Well. Turns out we both get really, really.... seasick.

DIRECTOR [thinking that over] Hmmm. Back when I managed an astronaut training camp 
we used simulators to help our trainees combat motion sickness.

DIRECTOR Perhaps we could “scrounge up” the necessary parts to make something 
similar. Let’s see what we can find.

1st Interact

DIRECTOR Yes, yes, I believe that should do quite nicely. Excellent springs. Good bounce-
to-the-ounce ratio.

BLAKE So wait. We’re gonna make a machine out of this junk... and it will cure our 
seasickness?

DIRECTOR “Curing” isn’t the goal here, Blake. This will help you “learn to live with” your 
seasickness.

DIRECTOR It’s healthier.

KEELHAUL Ohhh, like wheat bread. Yarr.
DIRECTOR I suppose... Let’s keep looking for parts.

2nd Interact
KEELHAUL Okay, I think I’m starting to understand this. We’re going to use all these 

bouncy, springy parts to build, like, a fake ship that moves like a real ship...

DIRECTOR That’s right.

KEELHAUL And then attach it to the top of a monster truck so we can be pirates of the 
land? Land pirates?

DIRECTOR What? No! Have you... Do you have any idea what a “simulator” is?

KEELHAUL Mmmm, not really. No.

DIRECTOR Good heavens.

3rd Interact

LARS Oh man. Did I hear correctly that you guys are making a Land Pirate Cruiser?
DIRECTOR [firm] No. That isn’t correct even a little bit.
LARS Bummer. Ah well. So what ARE you guys building?

BLAKE We’re making a simulator to help work on our seasickness!
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LARS Seasick... pirates?

DIRECTOR It’s a long story.

LARS [approving] Sounds weird. Count me in!

4th Interact

LARS Oh yeah. That’ll be perfect. [effort] There. Lookin’ NICE.

BLAKE That’s, um, quite the paint job you’ve got on there. Very... thrilling.

LARS Thanks man. I think it really brings together two of my favorite things: 
“Airbrushed seascapes” and “The existential terror of the gaping unknown.”

KEELHAUL It’s got a lotta skulls on it, that’s for sure. Um. Avast.

DIRECTOR It’s supposed to be scary, my little piratical privateers-to-be. That means it is 
doing it’s job.

DIRECTOR Nice work, Lars. As they say, I think it’s almost ready for “prime time”...

5th Interact (Final)

DIRECTOR And... done! The Violent Overwater Motion Intolerance Testing machine is 
complete!

BLAKE [nervous] “The V.O.M.I.T. Machine?”
DIRECTOR [oblivious] Climb aboard, “ye scallywags!”

KEELHAUL Wow. You’re really getting into this, huh?
DIRECTOR Why yes, I suppose I am. Maybe *I’ll* try out the [chuckle] VOMIT Machine 

next.
BLAKE [being whipped around, nauseas] Auuugh h o w long do I need... to do this?

DIRECTOR [under breath]Or perhaps not. [Calling out] Just a few hours, Blake! You’re 
doing great!
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26 - Under the Black Flag

Proximity

DIRECTOR Okay, Pirate Trainees. We’ve learned some shanties. We battled 
seasickness. We swabbed the deck after losing the battle with 
seasickness...

DIRECTOR Now, let’s talk flags!
KEELHAUL “Flags?” What’s there to learn about flags?
DIRECTOR Oh ye of little knowledge, Keelhaul. Flags are a quintessential part 

of the pirate experience.
BLAKE Because they... look nice blowing in the breeze?

DIRECTOR “Raise anchor,” and come with me my fledgling scoundrels. We’re 
off to fly some flags!

1st Flag

BLAKE Heh. It’s kinda cute.

DIRECTOR It isn’t “cute,” Blake. It is a nautical harbinger of impending doom.
KEELHAUL Yeah? Because it would look friggin’ rad on the back of a jean 

jacket.
BLAKE Oooh yeah you’re totally right.

DIRECTOR [long suffering sigh] No no no... Work with me here. Let’s imagine a 
scenario...

2nd Flag

DIRECTOR You’re a small-time trading vessel returning home from a faraway 
land. Laden with fragrant spices, lush textiles, exotic oils, the like...

DIRECTOR As you sail through a narrow channel you see an unassuming ship. 
“A friend?” You wonder to yourself, full of ignorance...

DIRECTOR Then, it hoists this flag, announcing its piratey intent! A 
swashbuckling brigadoon ready to separate you from your goods, 
your limbs, and your life.

DIRECTOR Still think it would look “friggin’ rad” on the back of a “jeans 
jacket?”

BLAKE [meek] No sir.

KEELHAUL [meek] No sir.

DIRECTOR Good. Now let’s continue.
3rd Flag

LARS Aw man. The Jolly Roger, huh? Mighty sweet colors, mes amis.

BLAKE They’re not sweet. They’re scary.
KEELHAUL Yeah. The Director told us all about how we’re supposed to be 

scared of these flags.
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LARS What? No! Other people are scared of those flags. You guys are 
supposed to be doing the scaring!

LARS C’mon Director, you know that.

DIRECTOR I... I suppose you’re right. I’ve been on defense for so long I’ve lost 
sight of our real mission here.

DIRECTOR Blake? Keelhaul? Would you do me the honor of trying again?

4th Flag

DIRECTOR [“let’s do this one more time”] Okay. You’re a mighty pirate vessel, 
trade ship approaches, laden with spices, oils, textiles... You raise 
the flag and—?

BLAKE ...wave it at them?

KEELHAUL ...Point at it dramatically?

LARS Noooo, that’s when you yell things like “AVAST! GIVE US YER 
BOOTY LEST YER DOOM BE UPON YE!

DIRECTOR My. That was pretty good.

LARS [humble] I dabble.

DIRECTOR Okay. Let’s try it one. Last. Time.

BLAKE [taking notes] “...doom be upon ye...” got it.

5th Flag (Final)

DIRECTOR [rapid fire]Pirates. Trade ship. Spices, oils, textiles. Raise flag and
—?

KEELHAUL YAR! Surrender yer loot, ye bilge-sucking scumbags!
BLAKE Hand over the gold before we cut you some ribbons!

BLAKE ...Ya-HARr?
LARS Not bad you two! Blake, your delivery needs a little more 

confidence and I think you meant them TO ribbons...
DIRECTOR But I think we can all agree that you’ve made amazing progress.

DIRECTOR With a little more work and some superficial adjustments, we’ll 
make “scabrous dogs” of you yet.
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27 - Abordage
1st Melee Kill Trophy

DIRECTOR Commander, I’m teaching Blake and Keelhaul about the finer points of ship-
boarding, the cutlass arts, etc...

DIRECTOR If you wouldn’t mind, I’d love to have them shadow you.

DIRECTOR Blake? Keelhaul? Observe the Commander’s excellent melee technique.

DIRECTOR The swing is graceful, like a dancer, but the hit is brutal, like the biting insult of a 
hormone-choked teenager.

BLAKE [taking notes] “...hormone... choked... teenager...” Got it.
2nd Melee Kill Trophy
DIRECTOR Keelhaul. You’re not even paying attention. I thought you were the one who 

wanted to be a pirate!
KEELHAUL Augh, Director. I just don’t see the point of all these [groan] exercises and [gag] 

lesson plans.

KEELHAUL Isn’t being a pirate supposed to be more about, like, I dunno... a piratey state of 
mind or something?

DIRECTOR Maybe if you intend your piracy career to be limited to pillaging turquoise stores 
and those classes where you take yoga with goats.

DIRECTOR But this is the real world, Keelhaul. So I advise you begin paying better attention 
as the Commander smashes undead creatures with oversized weaponry.

3rd Melee Kill Trophy

BLAKE Whoa! You see that kill, Keelhaul?

KEELHAUL Yeah it was super splattery!

BLAKE I was actually referring more to the efficiency and excellent use of momentum 
but, um... Yeah, “Splattery” is good too.

4th Melee Kill Trophy

KEELHAUL Okay. I’m trying really hard to pay attention to what you’re doing here.

KEELHAUL And, like, learn or whatever.

KEELHAUL [meticulous, piecing it together]I’m noticing that when you hit the monster guys... 
they... die?

DIRECTOR [so much patience] Yes that’s... That’s a good start, Keelhaul.

5th Melee Kill Trophy

KEELHAUL Okay, I think I’m starting to get it now!

BLAKE Yeah? That’s great!

KEELHAUL Yeah! Like check this out! [effort]

BLAKE [pain] Augh! My pancreas scar!

KEELHAUL [“oh crap”] ...oh cannonballs...
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6th Melee Kill Trophy

KEELHAUL Are, um, are you okay Blake?

BLAKE Yeah... just a little winded. And bleeding. But I’ll be okay.

DIRECTOR You know, as a brief aside... I think we might want to talk about your name, 
Blake.

BLAKE What? Why?
DIRECTOR Well, it’s not very... It sounds a little... It doesn’t really evoke—
KEELHAUL [blunt] It makes you sound like an interior designer specializing in private nursery 

schools.
DIRECTOR Not... precisely how I was going to put it, but I suppose that logic scans.
7th Melee Kill Trophy
BLAKE Hang on. What’s wrong with “Blake?” Blake’s a great pirate name!
DIRECTOR Just.... Try using it in a... piratical sentence.
BLAKE You mean liiiike “Nice job accounting for that crosswind, Blake!” Or “Our treasure 

logs would never be so thorough without you, Blake!”
DIRECTOR I mean like “Look out! It’s the Dread Pirate ...Blake.” “Only one pirate could be 

behind this reign of terror: ...Blake.”
BLAKE Oh.... When you put it like that, I guess I see what you mean.
DIRECTOR Just something to consider, okay?
8th Melee Kill Trophy
KEELHAUL Man, Commander. You are really on a roll here.
BLAKE Yeah, you bring a real aspirational, yet attainable, quality to bludgeoning and/or 

slashing monsters to death, Commander.
KEELHAUL Do it again!!!
9th Melee Kill Trophy

DIRECTOR Commander, if I could have a quick private sidebar.

DIRECTOR I just wanted to thank you for your help with all this.

DIRECTOR I can’t tell whether it’s some sort of latent fraternal instincts, or my revulsion at 
such heinous inefficiency...

DIRECTOR But there is something about these two that just makes me want to help them.

DIRECTOR And I really appreciate your assistance in their education.

DIRECTOR I see why Ray speaks so highly of you.

DIRECTOR [ahem, barrum] Now. Let us get back to smashing in the skulls of the undead, 
shall we?

10th Melee Kill Trophy

KEELHAUL Oooooh! Good one!
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DIRECTOR Well what do you say, my piratey pupils? Feel ready to take up the way of the 
bludgeon and blade yourselves?

KEELHAUL Oh ye-[ahem] Aye-aye, Director!

DIRECTOR Excellent! Blake...?

BLAKE Aye-aye Director. Even if... My pirate name stinks.

DIRECTOR You’ll get there. One thing at a time.

DIRECTOR For now? A toast! To beating husks silly!
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28. One-step
1st Gather

BLAKE So wait. Why do we need peg legs, exactly?

KEELHAUL Yeah. Not to be insensitive but... we’ve still got all our legs.

DIRECTOR For now. But statistically speaking 1 in 3 pirates loses at least one leg in their 
day-to-day pirating activities.

DIRECTOR So, we need to make sure that you are not only prepared for this eventuality, 
but that you have all the varietals of “peg leg” that the modern buccaneer 
requires.

4th Gather

KEELHAUL So... What are these then?

DIRECTOR Dress Peg Legs! Never know when you’ll need to attend a saltwater soirée or 
black tie grog tasting.

DIRECTOR Having a range of peg legs that look suitable with a tuxedo or cocktail dress 
is essential for making sure you’re not turned away.

7th Gather

BLAKE Wow. These peg legs having been looking pretty hardcore.

DIRECTOR Ah yes. The “stranded-no-more mountaineer” collection. Perfect for scaling 
lofty peaks or long desert hikes.

BLAKE Do pirates really end up in those situations very often..?
DIRECTOR Funny thing about boulders, Blake. They never announce that they’re going 

to crush your limbs.
10th Gather

KEELHAUL Oh wow I’ve been liking these.

DIRECTOR I thought you would, Keelhaul. These are your Club-Steppers. Perfect for a 
night on the town, and guaranteed to hold up while dancing.

DIRECTOR Not the best at climbing down stairs, however...

KEELHAUL So always be ready for the drop. Gotcha.

13th Gather

BLAKE Okay, now these are my kinda peg legs.

DIRECTOR Sounds about right. Buccaneer Business Casual. Perfect for Boarding 
Meetings or after-work drinks at the Micro-Groggery.

BLAKE Ah, they’ll be perfect for negotiating term sheets OR the high seas!
DIRECTOR Precisely!
KEELHAUL [scoff] Nerds.
16th Gather

KEELHAUL These ones seem a little... boring.

DIRECTOR Yes, these are your Plain Janes. It’s good to have quite a few of these.
DIRECTOR For those days that you’re pillaging a town and you “can’t even.”
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KEELHAUL Sweatpant peg legs. Gotcha.
19th Gather

BLAKE These are... very shiny.

DIRECTOR You mean the gold and gemstones? Yes... The pirate world is quite 
obsessed with material wealth, Blake.

DIRECTOR Sometimes you need to look extra fresh to show your foes with whom 
they’re messing.

DIRECTOR And that means making sure your “fit” “drips” accordingly.

BLAKE ....gotcha..... I think....

22nd Gather

KEELHAUL I does this peg leg... have a gun hidden inside it?

DIRECTOR Yes. It’s absolutely impractical and you’ll surely never use it, but inevitably 
someone is going to ask if you have a leg gun...

DIRECTOR And when they do, you don’t want to be the only pirate at the round table 
without a leg gun.

BLAKE Huh. “Today I learned.”

25 Gather

BLAKE Okay. What is this one for?

DIRECTOR See the nubs and sensible rubber bottom? It’s a no-stick peg leg, making 
sure your don’t lose your footing in slippery situations.

BLAKE Ohhh, like for cooking? Or mopping?
DIRECTOR More like when you’re boarding a ship whose crew has a reputation for being 

very full of blood and organs.
DIRECTOR But “mop leg” is good too.
30th Gather

DIRECTOR And there you have it! Your very first peg leg collections.
BLAKE They’re... kind of beautiful all lined up like that. Where are we supposed to 

keep them?
DIRECTOR We’ll go over proper procedure for peg leg care and storage later. I’ve got a 

pamphlet.
DIRECTOR Now come on! There’s still more to learn.
KEELHAUL Awesome! Maybe we’ll lose our legs so we can start using these!

BLAKE [nauseas] ...yay....
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30 - Message in a Bottle

Initial Proximity
LARS Hey Director! Commander! Thanks for coming down.

DIRECTOR Of course. I assume it’s some sort of sea-based emergency?
LARS What? Nah. Just spotted something while I was collecting more 

seashells—
DIRECTOR For which I hope you now have a seller’s license.

LARS [dismissive] I got outta that game man. Too cutthroat. Now I just 
collect seashells by the sea shore for me.

DIRECTOR Well it’s good to have hobbies. So... what did you see?

LARS I’ve been seeing bottles wash up on shore! And I’ve got a sneaking 
suspicion they’ve got messages from your pirate buddies in ‘em!

1st Bottle

DIRECTOR Ah, here’s a bottle! [effort pulling cork] Let’s see. “Dear 
Landlubbers...”

BLAKE [narrating letter]Only been back at sea a few days, but it feels like 
months since we left your shores.

BLAKE Training in the VOMIT Machine is definitely paying off - Only 
throwing up 3 or 4 times a day. Big improvement.

BLAKE Keelhaul wants me to say hi. She’s a little laid-up right now after 
picking a fight with a shark.

BLAKE I think she really wants to use those peg legs we picked up.

DIRECTOR [reading, increasingly confused] “Oh shoot, gotta run, the shark’s 
cousins found us... write again soon... Blakebeard.”

LARS Man. Little guy really knows how to keep you wanting more.

2nd Bottle
DIRECTOR It’s from Blake again! He writes...

BLAKE Tried raiding our first civilian vessel today - “The Dingy Dingy.”

BLAKE Things were going well at first - We used all our best piratey lingo, 
waved our cutlasses around... you’d have been proud.

BLAKE Unfortunately, we didn’t count on there being more of them than 
there were of us. Also didn’t count on them wanting to take US 
prisoner.

BLAKE Still, looking on the positive side I think we learned a lot about 
ourselves today - Specifically how we react to prison scenarios.

DIRECTOR “...Throwing this out the window before the guards come back. 
Hope you’re all well...”

DIRECTOR Hoo boy.
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3rd Bottle
LARS Hey check it! This one’s from Keelhaul. “Sup, salt-lickers...”
KEELHAUL Escaped from the Dingy Dingy at port and... procured a new ship. 

Managed to get away in one piece. Mostly.
KEELHAUL Blakey’s still crying himself to sleep every night, but as he would 

say: At least he’s right-handed.
KEELHAUL Wish we’d talked hooks, though. Something about the peg just isn’t 

feeling right in this scenario.
KEELHAUL Luckily we’re back on the open sea again. Gonna leave the raiding 

and pillaging to other pirates for a bit. Got a lead on some SICK 
treasure hunting in the Screaming Jungle Keys.

LARS “Tell ya when we find it. Keelhaul.”

DIRECTOR If they were going to use it for a hand, I hope they at least used a 
dress peg leg. Eesh.

4th Bottle

DIRECTOR Ah! Another one from Keelhaul.
KEELHAUL Who’da thought - We actually found the treasure! Doubloons and 

everything.

KEELHAUL Turns out some pirates washed up here ages ago, buried all the 
treasure, and then died mysteriously.

KEELHAUL Suspect it might have something to do with the cannibals who just 
chased us away. That’s just a hunch though.

KEELHAUL Back on our ship now with a hold full of booty, excited to see what’s 
next.

DIRECTOR [Touched] “Never would’ve have been able to do this without you 
guys. Real dream come through stuff...”

DIRECTOR [then, small print] “imagine me making a fart sound now to break the 
mushy vibe. Keelhaul.” Yes. That sounds about right.

5th Bottle
LARS Think this might be the last one you guys! It’s from Blake!

BLAKE Keelhaul and I sold the booty and bought a brand new ship - I’m 
writing this from the desk in my new co-captain’s quarters!

BLAKE I know Keelhaul would want to make some fart sounds or something 
right now, but I just wanted to say how much I appreciate all your 
help on our piratey journey.

BLAKE If you’re ever at sea, be sure to look us up. I hope we can see each 
other again soon.

DIRECTOR [touched] “Best, Blakebeard. Co-Captain of... Jack’s Pride.” My. I 
hope that we see them again too.

LARS I bet we will man. I bet we will.

DIRECTOR [proud, doesn’t want to get choked up] Come on Lars. Let’s get 
back to Homebase and tell Ray she doesn’t need to worry about 
pirates anymore.

LARS [chuckle] Aye aye, Director man. Lemme just grab a few more shells 
first.
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